
SOFTWARE  ENG INEER

Saif Ur
Rehman
with 3+ years of experience facilitating cutting-
edge web solutions with a wide range of state-of-
the-art technology skills. Proven ability to leverage
full-stack knowledge and experience to build
interactive and user-centered websites to scale.

Skills

Object-Oriented Programming
Data Structures
Discrete Structures
Algorithms
Machine Learning
Artificial Intelligence
Calculus
Probability
Advanced Programming (Java)
Software Engineering

Bachelors in Computer Science
Main Courses:

2019 | FAST-NUCES, Pakistan
Education

I am a full stack software engineer, a
scrum master, a freelancer, a product
writer, a trekker, a mountain bike rider
and a nature explorer. 

About Me

Experience

LuxTag, Malaysia / Nov' 2021- Present
(Remote Work)

Frontend Developer / Product Owner

- Developed user-facing applications using
Vue.js and React.JS
- Built modular and reusable components.
- Optimized the application for performance.
- Up-to-date with all recent developments in
the JavaScript environment.
- Kept an eye on security updates and issues
found with Vue.js and all project dependencies.
- Proposed upgrades and updates necessary
for keeping up with modern security and
development best practices.
- Upgrade Vue 2 project to Vue 3 and kept a
sharp eye on composite APIs, Lifecycle Hooks
and  depreciated dependencies etc.
- Worked closely with the Product Manager and
UI/UX designer to gather all the requirements
and turn them into useful information

React.JS, Vue.JS, Angular 8, Express.JS,
Node.JS, Jest, nuxt.js, HTML5, CSS3, Tailwind
CSS, SASS, JavaScript(5, ES6+Bable), jQuery,
Ajax, VueX, Typescript, React Hooks, Material
UI, ESLint,  Java, XML, JSON, Axios, JWT Auth,
REST, API Design, Design Patterns, Springboot,
Maven, Elasticsearch, Filebeat, Logstash,
Kibana, Docker, Jenkins, GITHUB/GITLAB,
CD/CI, MongoDB, MySQL,  Scrum/Agile
methodology, Jira, Youtrack, DigitalOcean,
Vercel , AWS,   Windows, Linux, MAC,

Contact
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saifurrehman96

Gujranwala, Pakistan

itssaifurrehman

Take charge of the product on which i
will work. I would love to plan features
for that product.
Work on state-of-the-art
technologies which also means
upgrading the framework whenever
possible.
Become a MERN Stack developer with
expertise both in Frontend and
backend including databases.
Work on a system that has X scale or
complexity, such as 3 million requests
per second. 
Mentor someone and see them get
better over time.

Career Goals

- BrandTag.io                  -DocuTagVerify
- DocuTag.io                   - Luxtag.io
- Scribe.io

https://www.saifurrehman.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/saifurrehman96/
https://github.com/itssaifurrehman
https://app.staging.brandtag.io/
https://nanoverify.verify.staging.docutag.io/
https://app.staging.docutag.io/
https://www.luxtag.io/
https://app.staging.scribeme.io/
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Saif Ur
RehmanWon two medals in Mountain Biking

for completing secret tracks in
Colombia.

President of Hope society in FAST-
NUCES for charity works and
managed a team of 62 students.

VP of FAST- NUTEC'19 CS-Events, a
nationwide technological event
and handled a team of 6
members.

Group leader during an internship
at Rimo Tours, Egypt

Head of Web Development
competition at NUTEC'18, a
nationwide web development
competition, and managed a
team of 3 group members.

Head of Gaming competition at
NUTEC'18, a nationwide gaming
competition

Head of Gaming competition at
NUTEC'18, a nationwide music
competition.

Event organizer of MUZIKA'16,
MUZIKA'17, a nationwide Music
competition.

Runner up two times in Need For
Speed Gaming competition
provincial-wise for years '16 and '17.

Task Accomplishment Medals

Society President

Society Vice President

Group Leader

Team Head

Team Head

Team Head

Event Head

Runner Up

Professional Dev

Experience - Continued 
Full Stack Developer

- Worked as Java Back-end developer
(microservices) and as Front-end Web
Developer (Angular-8 Voluntarily) for the
Integration of embedded Drag & Drop Editor for
SaaS into the company’s queen product.
- Implemented REST APIs in Java, Spring
framework. Modified pre-existing methods and
made them efficient by reducing the latency to 1
second from 2 seconds.
- Refactored/Upgrade normal web project to
Angular 8 project. Fixed bugs in the IVR Angular 8
project. 
- Created Logging Filter service in spring
microservice to innovate new and better ways
that added value in the microservices and
amazed the support team for monitoring the
continuous logs of the microservices from docker
containers. 
- Performed continuous integration of the logs in
Docker and performed data analyzation using
Filebeat, Logstash, Elasticsearch, and Kibana.
- GO4Clients.com

Grupo Telintel S.A ESP, Colombia / Sep'
2019- Sep' 2020 (on-site)

Full Stack Developer - Intern

- Created a dynamic website for Taxi Service
- Cooperated with designers to create clean
interfaces and
- Simple, intuitive interactions and experiences.
- Developed project concepts and maintain
optimal workflow.
- Completed detailed programming and
development tasks for front-end public and
internal websites as well as challenging back-end
code in php.
- Carried out quality assurance tests to discover
errors and optimize usability.

Pink Taxi, Egypt / Jun' 2018-Aug' 2018

- Learn new technologies
- Crypto | NFT | Blockchain
- Machine Learning | Product Writing
- Mountain Biking
- Running | Hiking | Trekking
- Explore new places
- Clubbing | Interacting with random
people
- Social Media

Interests

https://go4clients.com/
https://github.com/itssaifurrehman
https://www.linkedin.com/in/saifurrehman96/
https://www.saifurrehman.com/

